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Doig+Smith have started 2019 with 

energy and enthusiasm.

We spent a lot of 2018 strategising 

about the future and channelling 

the markets and sectors where our 

strengths lie. It has been a boost to 

see all our hard work come to fruition 

in some big wins during the later 

stages of last year. 

This edition of discover is opened 

by a view from London’s Director, 

Alastair Archibald, on the southern 

markets.  It is a positive time for our 

London team, with new project wins, 
new staff joining the team and a trip 
to Cannes booked in March. 

We hope you enjoy this edition.

Thank you

Kirsten Sadler

Head of Marketing and 

Communications

ksadler@doigandsmith.co.uk

discover is published by Doig+Smith 
for employees of the company and 
colleagues throughout the industry.

If you have any questions or queries 
please feel free to contact Kirsten Sadler 
on the email above.

Front page image: 
London’s Tower Bridge
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Following a busy 2018 including a successful 

move to our new office in Cock Lane, 
Doig+Smith’s London Office has continued to 
experience extremely busy times during the 

beginning of 2019. 

Having secured new work in the residential, hotel, 

healthcare and aviation sectors earlier in the 

year, the office has continued that early success 
by securing more new projects. These include 
a mechanical and electrical services upgrade 

project at a major London hospital, two CAT B 
office fit out projects, a new industrial unit for a 
pet food production company near Camberley 

and provision of resources to support Bechtel 

in their role as delivery partner for the £480M 

development at London City Airport (which you 

can read about in this magazine).

As a result of the ever increasing workload our 

team has grown to ensure that we have the 

capacity required to successfully deliver these 

projects.  As a result and with a view to the longer 
term, our London team has been busy forging 

relationships with universities and colleges in and 

around London with the aim of offering positions to 
undergraduates enrolling on existing day release 

course and or the new apprenticeship degree 

courses that are being offered.

During January we welcomed Tobi, who has 

joined us from Kingston University where he is 
studying QS. 

Our Scottish Offices have had long standing and 
successful relationships with universities and 

schools and that is something that we are trying 

to replicate in London so that we can continue to 

invest and support in young people starting out in 

their careers in the construction industry. 

Despite the ongoing uncertainty around Brexit 

our workload has continued to grow across many 

different sectors and we are currently recruiting to 
ensure that we are able to deliver a high quality 

service to our clients. While 2018 was a very busy 

year for us it is also reassuring to see that our 

pipeline of work for 2019 is also looking strong.

Having attended MIPIM for the first time in March 
last year, the office has secured its first project as 
a result of an introduction made while in Cannes. 

The decision to attend MIPIM has already been 

vindicated as we have secured a CAT B office 
fit out project as a result of that trip. Planning for 
MIPIM 2019 is already well underway.

A London View
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OVERVIEW

Alastair Archibald MRICS  
Director

Tel: 0207 248 6281
aarchibald@doigandsmith.co.uk



Dunoon Burgh Hall

The newly refurbished Dunoon Burgh Hall is open to all as a 

creative, cultural hub for Cowal.

The historic B listed Dunoon Burgh Hall is now a fully accessible 

venue for exhibitions, performances and gatherings. Alongside a 

gallery and theatre, the venue offers creative workshop space, a 
garden and a cafe.

The building had fallen into a considerable state of disrepair following 

years of neglect under private ownership. With backing from the 

John McAslan Family Trust the building was bought over by the 

local community who then embarked on a decade long fundraising 

campaign to ensure the building was returned to its former glory.

PROJECT COMPLETION
Doig+Smith strengthen our experience further in the listed building / refurbishment 
sector. Our colleague Stephen Bremner worked closely with the client for 6 years as 
Quantity Surveyor through an extended design period, whilst also assisting them with 
their ambitious fundraising.
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London City Airport is an international airport 

located in the Royal Docks in the London 
Borough of Newham, 11km west of the City of 
London.

London City Airport has a single 1199 metre 

runway and a CAA Public Use Aerodrome License 
which allows flights for the public transport of 
passengers or for flight training. 

The airport was constructed on the site of a 

disused shipping dock and the runway is situated 

on the strip of land between King George V Dock 

and the Royal Albert Dock. 

Doig+Smith are currently assisting Bechtel in their 

Delivery Partner role for the £480m development 

to expand the airport’s capacity to 111,000 flights 
per year from 81,000 in 2016 and increasing 

annual passenger numbers from 4.5 million to 6.5 

million.  

Works are divided into 3 areas, namely Airfield, 
Terminals and Dockside & Forecourt.  Airfield 
works include piling and decking, external 

works including drainage, creation of a floating 
rendezvous pontoon and relocation of the 

Rescue Boat Pontoon.   Terminal works include 

the construction of an extension to the terminal 

building, creation of new energy centers, 

demolition of the existing pier with the creation 

of new East and West Pier and upgrades to the 

existing baggage handling system.   Dockside and 

Forecourt works include the creation of a logistic 

centre, taxi and car rental building, additional staff 
carparks, minicab car parks and improvement of 

the existing forecourt.

PROJECT UPDATES

London City Airport

David Lim  
Quantity Surveyor
dlim@doigandsmith.co.uk

It has been a busy time for us at D+S since our last edition of discover. During the last 
9 months we have handed over in excess of 100 projects to many delighted clients. I 
have chosen three to focus on for this Project Updates section, starting with new clients 
at London City Airport and Kelvinside Academy and then a repeat client at The City of 
Edinburgh Council. Three completely different projects!
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St John’s Primary School, Portobello

Project Updates

The opening of the new St John’s Primary School in Portobello, signals an important milestone for 
City of Edinburgh Council, utilising their Consultant and Contractor Frameworks to successfully 
deliver this new asset. Doig+Smith are proud to have been part of the team from start to finish. 

Doig+Smith have been integral 
to the planning, commercial 
management and delivery of the 
new school. Their highly focussed 
approach, collaborative style, 
and exemplary client service has 
been second to none. The successful outcome is, in 
part, due to the professional service they constantly 
deliver. 

Peter Almand
 (CEC Senior PM) 

We are now focussing on delivering the 

new Treverlen Park, once we demolish 

the old St John’s Primary School. 

The Park will be delivered by the 

same team and works have already 

commenced in providing this community 

asset.
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Project Updates

Plans unveiled for Scotland’s first School of 
Innovation

There is a problem with Scottish education. The 

current curricular model is not working to the best 

advantage of all young people. It is built on an 

old model which fails to prepare young people 

for life and work in the 21st century. The result is 

a failure to inspire Scottish youngsters beyond a 

narrow vision of academic success, and work in 

conventional industries. The effect is a significant 
and growing gap in the readiness of Scottish young 

people to invent and create; to develop future skills 

that will empower them to contribute to a society 

that is evolving as quickly as they are growing and 

learning.

To help solve this problem, in 2019, Kelvinside 

Academy will open Scotland’s School of 

Innovation. The school will be a unique 

learning environment built around 

creativity, innovation and 

enterprise.

 

Our ambition is to inspire the next generation 

of Scottish entrepreneurs and innovators 

by creating a new synergy between 

school, industry, technology and 

enterprise. At the new School 

of Innovation, students will 

be engaged in hands-on 

interdisciplinary problem 

solving. Under the 
guidance of experts, 

students will 

develop creative 

solutions for real-

world problems.

 

Students will be drawn 

not just from Kelvinside 
Academy, but also from the 

wider learning community of 

Glasgow and Scotland. We also 

intend to shape a new national 

curriculum around digital skills 

and future learning, as well as 

forging a renewed national 

positivity and ambition. To 
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this end, over the last two years, we have built a 

range of national and international partnerships that 

will put entrepreneurship and innovation at the heart 

of the School’s educational experience.

 

“Kelvinside Academy is uniquely placed to provide 

a home for the School of Innovation. Beyond the 

‘Clyde-built’ and Charles Rennie McIntosh, Glasgow 

has a booming tech sector, is home to world-

class universities and some of the 

world’s top companies 

specialising 

in engineering, design, architecture and technology. 

The Innovation School will be an open space for 

experts in diverse fields – scientists, academics, 
designers, entrepreneurs, roboticists – to share 
their expertise and help co-create a new national 

curriculum. 

Kirsten Sadler 
Head of Marketing and 

Communications
ksadler@doigandsmith.co.uk

Project Updates



The Carlyle Group Expands in London

Doig+Smith’s London office are delighted to 
have been appointed as Quantity Surveyors 

forming part of the professional team that 

will create and deliver extended office space 
within the London headquarters of our client 

The Carlyle Group. The Carlyle Group are a 

global asset management firm based in Central 
London.

The project is a category B refurbishment and 
further strengthens the London Office’s already 
extensive commercial project portfolio and will see 
circa 3,500sqft of Carlyle’s currently unused CAT 

A office space and circa 700sqft of their existing 
space transformed into bright and inviting office and 
meeting room space. This provides the client with 

additional capacity as their business continues to 

grow.

Project Updates
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We have been working closely with the team 

to provide cost and contractual advice and due 

to the requirement for the project to complete 
and handover before the 2018 Christmas break 

Doig+Smith have been instrumental in appointing 

and negotiating a contract sum with the preferred 

contractor, to allow the works to commence 

quickly in order to meet this tight programme.

The project is a continuation of Carlyle’s main 
head office fit out which completed in 2017 and 
the high specification design including specialist 
lighting, joinery and AV equipment is continued 
within the new project fit out areas to ensure both 
staff and clients retain the high standard of visitor 
and working experience within the new office 
space. 

The project team consists of Doig+Smith (QS), 
Blackburn & Co (PM), Gensler (Architects), GDM 

Partnership (MEPH Consultant) and is being 

constructed by Overbury Plc.

Chris Jones
Associate

cjones@doigandsmith.co.uk



Aberdeen Harbour Board’s CEO 
Michelle Handforth

Michelle Handforth is the Chief Executive of Aberdeen 

Harbour Board. Aberdeen Harbour Expansion Project 

is a fantastic project for the North East of Scotland. 

Michelle’s role is to work with the team to deliver the 
expanded port on time and on budget, opening in May 
2020. 

“The additional part of my role is to promote the benefits 
of the expansion project to the local business community, 
the Government and all of the customers and stakeholders 

that are a key part of this really exciting project for the North 
East of Scotland.”

Client Interview
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CLIENT INTERVIEW
One of the favourite parts of my job are the times that I get to go out on site visits and meet 
our clients. In August this year I travelled North to visit Michelle on site at our Aberdeen 
Harbour Expansion Project. The scale and size of this project could very easily become so 
overwhelming, yet Michelle’s passion and knowledge for this project is incredible. 

The project explained
This is a £350m investment infrastructure project. We are a project of national significance, so we are 
in the strategic planning framework for both the Scottish and UK Government, one of the largest marine 
projects in Europe. A fantastic symbol of progression and growth in the marine capability for the North 
East of Scotland. 

A major part of the project was the production of Accropodes (pictured) 
that will be used as the outer armour for the north and south breakwaters. 

The temporary building, which is 15 metres high and 120 metres long, 

has been specially constructed to home a carousel production system, 

which will be used to manufacture around 9,000 Accropode. The first 
16m3 Accropode is the largest ever to have been produced by an 

automated factory process. 

The design of the harbour requires a substantial section of the quays 

to be constructed using a closed quay design to reduce the effects 
of the severe North Sea wave actions that can be experienced. The 

traditional method of closed quay construction involves significant 
piling operations. The AHEP project opted for a caisson solution which 
involves fabrication of large concrete ‘boxes’ , the largest of which 

are approximately 51m long x 16 high and 17m wide.  These units 

were fabricated in Spain and are being brought to Aberdeen where 

they will be placed on the quay line, sunk in position and filled (where 
possible using dredged materials) before a capping slab and cope 

beam is installed. This methodology was considered to have very good 

environmental benefits both to the local community and the marine



Client Interview 
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environment over the alternative piled solutions. An added benefit of the solution is the extent of 
heavy lift capability for the quays that was able to be accommodated without significant extra cost. 
On completion there will be 22 caissons forming all of the East Quay and South East Pier along with 

about 54% of the North Quay.

Working with D+S
We are really proud to have been associated with Doig+Smith over a long 10 year period. The vision 

for this project actually has taken 12 years to come from concept right the way through to today. 
Doig+Smith have been part of that journey with us and are an integral and vital part of the success for 
this port which will live on beyond us for several hundred years to come. 

What makes a successful 
project?
We are really delighted with 

the progress so far. A project 
of this nature, involves 

team members from every 

discipline, from every walk 

of life, from the client side, 

through to the contractor and 

Doig+Smith really are at the 

heart of all of that, helping to 

facilitate, enable, build and 

actually ensure that the project 
is complete. In order to do that, 

you have to have a successful 

team approach and what we 

have found working with Doig+



Kirsten Sadler 
Head of Marketing and Communications

ksadler@doigandsmith.co.uk

Client Interview

Smith over the years, is a fantastic team spirit, built on great communication, the ability to always find a 
solution. We always face challenges and the power of a team comes from being able to really get to know 

each other, put your best brains into a situation that requires a solution and to enjoy working together, 
whilst delivering something that is really quite extraordinary.

Our Vision
Aberdeen Harbour is one of the oldest, continuous businesses in Britain, with a long (over 900 years), 

proud heritage. What is fantastic about Doig+Smith’s vision for ‘Proudly building our business by inspiring 

people’ is that it is absolutely aligned to our vision of inspiring change and transformational projects. We 
believe, and we feel every day, that we are very connected to Doig+Smith’s vision for the future. We 

are inspired by the project that we are working on and I think our long proud history demonstrates how 
inspiration can really create extraordinary moments that matter.  

The Future
We are very excited about 

the future beyond opening 

the harbour in 2020. We 

will be the largest port in 

Scotland in terms of our 

berthage, in fact, one of 

the quays is large enough 

to have accommodated 

the Titanic. We will be 

a significant port in the 
country. 

Our vision beyond opening 

the new harbour, is to 

extend our reach into the 

global shipping market, to

support the oil and gas industry, as it transforms 

here in the north east of Scotland and to open 

up these amazing facilities to completely different 
sectors who have never had the opportunity 

to enter the North East of Scotland through a 

fantastic facility such as this one. We are very 

excited about developing our cruise business, 

very focused on supporting our oil and gas 

customers and all of the vital port users that will 

benefit for decades to come, from this amazing 
project built by such a fantastic and diverse team. 
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Lauren takes on 700km challenge for Radio 
Lollipop
Our colleague Lauren Meldrum is taking 
on a 700km running and cycling challenge 
which started 15th October, due to complete 
15th December (63 days) to raise money for 

Radio Lollipop, at the Royal Hospital For 
Sick Children, Glasgow.  This distance is just 
over going from the Royal Hospital For Sick 
Children, Glasgow to Great Ormond Street 
Hospital, London.

Her hope was to raise £1,500 (which she has 

already smashed!) to help bring magic and fun to 

those Children in hospital during the Christmas 

period this year, see our website for details.
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Doig+Smith staff helped 
raise a fabby £89.69 at 

Glasgow Airport by shaking 

buckets in October! Overall 

on the day they managed to 

raise a whopping £326.44!! 

Ronald McDonald House 
Bucket Shaking

On the 19th October 

Doig+Smith held a 

“Wear it Pink Day” and 

raised £75 for Breast 

Cancer.

STAFF / TRAINING / CHARITY
This year we have welcomed many new staff, as well as saying goodbye to Stewart Cobb 
who retired. Our staff continue to be busy fundraising, whether its shaking buckets, 
wearing pink or taking on challenges that push them physically! Read more about their 
challenges here. 

Andrea Fazekas
Administrator
London office
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After 20 years of service, Stewart Cobb 

retired as an Equity Director at the end 

of August. Stewart’s plans at the moment 

are to spend more time in his beloved 

Italy and to reduce his golf handicap. The 

Board would like to thank Stewart for the 

tireless efforts and energy he has given to 
Doig+Smith over these 20 years.

Plans have been in place at Board level 

for some time to ensure 

a smooth transition, 

therefore you will 

continue to experience 

the excellent level of 

service that you expect 

from Doig+Smith.

Stewart Cobb 
Retirement

APC Prep Day
D+S held their inaugural 

APC Prep Day on 26th July 

2018 for the next cohort of 

candidates. With a mixture 

of presentations from 

Chartered Surveyors, open 
forum Q&A’s and top tips 

from a recently qualified 
candidate, the day was 
filled with lots of good 
advice on the countdown 

to Final Assessment day. 

One candidate quoted “An extremely useful day covering all topics 

associated with the APC; it has given me more confidence and drive 
to become a Chartered Surveyor.”

William Bowie MRICS  
Director
wbowie@doigandsmith.co.uk

D+S Away Day 
at the Races
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William Bowie, Director commented “Today has been a great success. We have a proven track record 

of passes for the APC and our thanks go to the presenters who took time out to assist those who will be 

sitting their Final Assessment shortly. With the success of our inaugural session, we will be looking to role 

this out again next year.

Promotion
Doig+Smith pride themselves in caring and nurturing staff. As a 
result of this we are delighted to announce the promotion of two of 

our key staff members. Ian Bowd to Director and Greg Austin to an 
Associate. Ian is based in Glasgow and is key to delivering projects 
mainly within the education sector. Greg is part of our Aviation 

team working predominantly at Gatwick Airport. Both have shown 

tremendous commitment. These positions will take effect as of end 
of February 2019. Congratulations to both.

Ian Bowd Greg Austin
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